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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

In this chapter, we review related works in the field of information integration. We 

look for and categorize several representative methods of information integration in 

two parts: (1) Distributed Information Integration, and (2) XML-based Information 

Integration according to their features. Previously, many methods used an object 

model to deal with the integration problems of distributed information sources. 

However, in recent years XML has become the standard exchange format. There is 

an increase in incidences for switching from the object model to XML as a means to 

cope with the information integration. That’s why we classify the methods we have 

reviewed into two categories. It allows us to understand the different methods and to 

realize their inherent. We analyze these methods and compare and contrast them 

with our research structure in the next subsection.  

Besides, due to the weak capability on handling semantic heterogeneity of XML, 

we consider to request ontology to assist the information integration process. Hence, 

we shall also review some ontology related literature in the following in this chapter.  

2.1. Distributed Information Integration 

2.1.1. TSIMMIS 

The Stanford-IBM Manager of Multiple Information Sources (TSIMMIS) is a 

system which facilitates the rapid integration of heterogeneous information sources 

and ensures that the information obtained is consistent (Garcia-Molina, 

Papakonstantinou, Quass, Rajaraman, Sagiv, Ullman, Vassalos, & Widom, 1997). It 
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is based on the mediator/wrapper architecture and focused on the automatic 

generation of wrappers (or translators) and mediators that map information in an 

Object-Exchange Model (OEM) to the underlying structured or unstructured data.  

TSIMMIS considers query-processing capabilities of different local data sources 

in order to build the corresponding wrappers which are used to logically convert the 

underlying data objects to OEM model. However, it does not use OEM to store the 

information; OEM is used for the processing of logical queries, and for providing 

results to the user. A user (or an application) can interact with TSIMMIS by LOREL 

Query language, which is an OQL-based query language for the OEM model. 

 

Figure 2-1: TSIMMIS Architecture 

 (Data Source: Chawathe, Garcia-Molina, Hammer, Ireland, Papakonstantinou, 

Ullman, & Widom, 1994) 

The TSIMMIS architecture is shown in Figure 2-1. TSIMMIS does not use global 

schema or ontologies to describe information sources since they take an operational 

approach of encapsulating the information sources. Mediators do not need to know 

all of the data it handles. Nor do users interacting with the system need to have a 
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global view of all the information sources it handles. However, the lack of a 

descriptive view of the underlying data makes users depend on mediators just to 

browse the information contents of repositories (Mena, Illarramendi, Kashyap, & 

Sheth, 2000). In addition to the problem of semantic heterogeneity such as 

vocabulary sharing is also not tackled in TSIMMIS. Users are responsible for 

resolving these problems. 

2.1.2. Information Manifold 

Information Manifold (IM) is a heterogeneous data integration system for 

browsing and querying multiple networked information sources (Kirk, Levy, Sagiv, 

& Srivastava, 1995). It uses knowledge representation technology to develop a 

uniform domain model for retrieval and organization of information from 

heterogeneous information sources. The domain model is encoded with a 

combination of Horn rules and concepts from the CLASSIC description logic. 

Figure 2-2 shows the architecture of IM. The interface of the IM system offers a 

unified WWW-based query interface and supports refinement and extension of 

domain model while users discover new information sources and their views of the 

information sources evolve. This architecture intends to provide global querying and 

mandates where all updates will be performed at each source locally. The domain 

model in the system is purely conceptual and does not require each source to support 

a global schema for the purpose of providing scalability in a flexible way.  
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Figure 2-2: Architecture of the Information Manifold 

 (Data Source: Levy, Rajaraman, & Ordille, 1996) 

They also work on limited query capabilities as answering queries. They use a 

declarative representation of the contents of information sources stored in a 

structured information source. Optimization of the number of data sources is also 

used in answering a query.  

The IM system contains ontologies for representing various aspects of the domain 

such as the properties of people, organizations, geographic locations and time. 

Although the system supports multiple domain ontologies, it does not consider the 

translation of queries across multiple ontologies. 

2.1.3. DISCO 

The Distributed Information Search COmponent (DISCO) system is built to 

provide scaling access to heterogeneous data sources (Tomasic, Raschid, & 
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Valduriez, 1998). It addresses to solve three problems of accessing heterogeneous 

distributed databases, such as the fragile mediator problem, the weak data source 

problem, and the graceless failure for unavailable data sources problem. DISCO 

adopts the standard ODMG object data model to represent both mediator and data 

source schemas. The researchers claim that the support for incorporating new data 

sources with similar structure to existing sources simplifies the fragile mediator 

problem.  

Furthermore, to cope with weak data source problem, DISCO provides a wrapper 

language and a flexible wrapper interface to ease the construction of wrappers. All 

mediator and wrappers share the same abstract algebraic machine. Later, while 

implementing a new wrapper, DBI just chooses a subset of the algebra to support. 

DISCO also provides partial evaluation semantics to return a partial answer to 

queries in order to deal with the graceless failure for unavailable data sources 

problem. DISCO architecture is shown in Figure 2-3 as follows. 

 

Figure 2-3: DISCO Architecture 

 (Data Source: Tomasic, Raschid, & Valduriez, 1998) 

However, the data model introduced by DISCO mixes the meta data level and the 

data level. Hence, it makes DISCO hard to deal with the problems of semantic 
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heterogeneity. 

2.1.4. Garlic & Clio 

The Garlic system developed at IBM Almaden Research Center is a federated 

database management system the goal of which is to integrate data from diverse 

relational and non-relational data sources (Josifovski, Schwarz, Hass, & Lin, 2002). 

It assumes mediator/wrapper architecture to describe the local sources with an 

object-oriented language: the Garlic Data Language (GDL), the syntax form of the 

Garlic data model. It also uses Garlic Complex Objects to augment the data in the 

underlying data sources (Carey, Hass, Schwarz, Arya, Cody, Fagin, Flickner, 

Luniewski, Niblack, Petkovic, Thomas, Williams, & Wimmers, 1995). 

Figure 2-4 depicts the architecture of the Garlic system. Garlic provides an 

object-oriented data model that allows data from various sources to be represented 

uniformly. Wrappers translate information about data access and manipulation 

requests between Garlic’s internal protocols and repository’s native protocols. 

Information about the unified Garlic schema, as well as certain translation-related 

information needed by the various data sources, is maintained in the metadata store. 

Garlic provides clients with the integrated view of the Garlic system contents and 

processes queries from clients which are expressed in an object-oriented extension 

of the SQL query language. 
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Figure 2-4: Garlic Architecture 

 (Data Source: Hass, Miller, Niswonger, Roth, Schwarz, & Wimmers, 1997) 

However, Garlic in and of itself is developed to focus on the integration of various 

data sources. IBM Almaden Research Center and University of Toronto collaborate 

to develop Clio system in order to manage and facilitate the complex tasks of 

heterogeneous data integration, transformation, and evolution. It cooperates with the 

Garlic system to deal with the data management issues.  

Clio supports the management of schemas, correspondences between schemas and 

mappings (queries) between schemas (Miller, Hernández, Haas, Yan, Ho, Fagin, & 

Popa, 2001). Figure 2-5 depicts the logical architecture of Clio. Clio’s Integration 

Engine is composed of three engines that interact with internal mapping knowledge 

base and with the user to produce the desired mapping. The schema engine is used to 

augment the schema with additional constraint information, if necessary. And the 

correspondence engine generates and manages a set of candidate correspondences 

between two schemas. In addition, the mapping engine supports the creation, 

evolution and maintenance of mappings between pairs of schemas. Users see 

schemas including any generated information and edit or further augment the 
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schemas via the Schema View. They also provide Data View to make users see 

example data from the schemas to further help them understand the schemas. 

 

Figure 2-5: Clio’s Logical Architecture 

 (Data Source: Miller, Hernández, Haas, Yan, Ho, Fagin, & Popa, 2001) 

The mapping algorithm used in Clio can only handle correspondences from flat 

relational source schemas into either relational or nested target schema, but the 

correspondence from nested source schemas into nested target schemas is still under 

development. Moreover, they are still looking into the ability to invert mappings 

which would allow Clio to be used for bi-directional exchange of data. Although 

Garlic with Clio could help with heterogeneous information integration, they just 

handle structural heterogeneity among information integration. 

2.1.5. YAT 

Cluet et al. (1998) present the YAT (Yet Another Tree-based) system for data 

conversion. They propose a declarative approach to specify data conversion and 

integration that could form the backbone of a system based on mediator/wrapper 

architecture.  
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The model used in YAT is a semi-structured data model based on named trees 

with ordered and labeled nodes (Cluet, Delobel, Siméon, & Smaga, 1998). They 

claim that it is simple enough to facilitate the representation of any data and allows 

to reason at various levels of representation. In addition, the YAT conversion 

language (called YATL) is declarative, rule-based and features enhanced pattern 

matching facilities and powerful restructuring primitives. Figure 2-6 shows the 

process of data conversion in YAT. First, the application programmer imports 

different generic conversion programs providing an ODMG view of the different 

data. Then, using a graphical interface to combine and customize these programs for 

the specific application provides a single unified conversion to ODMG data model. 

They also use type checking to verify the coherence of the conversions and 

compositions. 

 

Figure 2-6: YAT Translation Scenario 

 (Data Source: Cluet, Delobel, Siméon, & Smaga, 1998) 

The data conversion implemented in YAT concentrates on the structural problem 
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of different data models. In addition, efficient querying of the target data 

representation as well as the management of updates of both source and target data 

is under development. 

2.2. XML-based Information Integration 

2.2.1. MIX 

MIX (Mediation of Information using XML) system is like its predecessor 

TSIMMIS relying on the well-known mediator architecture to provide the user with 

an integrated view of the underlying sources. MIX uses XML as the common data 

model to facilitate a uniform and flexible representation of arbitrary source data. 

XML documents and XML DTDs respectively represent instance and schema 

information for data exchange and integration (Baru, Gupta, Ludascher, Marciano, 

Papakonstantinou, & Velikhov, 1999).  

Figure 2-7 shows the main architecture of MIX. The BBQ (Blended Browsing & 

Querying) user interface allows users to formulate queries in an intuitive way 

through an integrated view. The DTD inference module derives it 

semi-automatically. And the resolution module resolves the user query expressed in 

XMAS (XML Matching And Structuring Language) with such view, resulting in a 

set of unfolded XML queries that refer to the wrapper views. Nevertheless, the 

wrapper is built on limited query capabilities. The mediator should take 

responsibility for translating and issuing only the queries that conform to the 

source’s capabilities. Wrappers then export data in a uniform format to the mediator. 

After integrating the retrieved data according to the integrated view, the results 
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return to the user. 

 

Figure 2-7: MIX Architecture 

 (Data Source: Baru, Ludäscher, Papakonstantinou, Velikhov, & Vianu, 1998) 

MIX provides DTDs as structural information to solve the problems of the 

approach using “schema-less” semi-structured models so that schema information is 

hidden within the actual data or the user faces the problems of formulating 

meaningful queries against the semi-structured database etc. The query evaluation of 

MIX is similar to TSIMMIS, and corresponds to a lazy approach. However, MIX 

doesn’t tackle the problems of semantic heterogeneity like TSIMMIS. 

2.2.2. Agora 

The Agora system is designed to investigate the feasibility and the attainable 

performance of a system that processes XML queries based on the relational 

technology (Manolescu, Florescu, Kossmann, Xhumari, & Olteanu, 2000). It is 
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architecture for integrating heterogeneous data sources under an XML global 

schema, using the local-as-view (LAV) approach. In Agora, relational and 

tree-structured data sources are defined as views over the global schema which is an 

intermediate virtual, generic, relational schema, closely modeling the generic 

structure of an XML document. However, the query language supported in Agora is 

XQuery, which is the standard XML query language being elaborated by the W3C. 

The architecture of Agora system is shown in Figure 2-8. Because they execute 

XQuery queries via a relational engine, they devised a query translation 

methodology that proceeds in three steps: query normalization, query translation, 

and query rewriting to real storage schema.  

 

Figure 2-8: General Architecture of the Agora Data Integration System 

 (Data Source: Manolescu, Florescu, & Kossmann, 2001) 

Nevertheless, Agora system focuses on the integration of XML data sources and 

relational data sources. In contrast to the other approaches that use object models to 

represent the data sources, they use virtual generic relational schema, which is 

constructed as a fully normalized relational version of the hierarchical structure of 

an XML document, to connect the data sources and the XML global schema 
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(Manolescu, Florescu, & Kossmann, 2001).  

2.3. Analysis and Comparison 

In this section we summarize the preceding literature we have reviewed and 

prepare a comparison of them with our research. The comparison is defined by a set 

of characteristics that may be presented in an information integration method. Such 

characteristics include the heterogeneity of information sources, data models, 

information integration strategies and others. In the following section, we list a set 

of criteria and use them to compare the information integration methods described in 

the previous sections with our research. These are: 

 Published Date 

First, we list the published date of each piece of research. The development of 

methods in the category of distributed information integration begins earlier. As 

XML flourishes, more and more researches will adopt XML-based information 

integration methods.  

 Research Team 

The research team for each method is one point of observation. After learning the 

major research groups of this issue, we can clear the status of the development of 

such research and try to look for unsolved problems.  

 Heterogeneity/Information Source Types 

Some systems are open to a broad range of information sources regardless of the 

underlying technology, such as relational databases, object databases, flat files, web 
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pages etc. However, others focus on specific types of information sources, for 

example, relational databases. So far as the preceding information integration 

methods are concerned, they are all devoted to tackling any types of information 

source regardless of category. The method we develop is also designed to be a 

generic structure to deal with any type of information source. Without limitation in 

specific kinds of information sources, our method gains better scalability for the 

diversity of information sources.  

 Data Model 

The data model is the core of information integration. Using different kinds of 

data models limit methods to the corresponding capabilities of heterogeneous 

information integration. We list the data model used in each method in order to find 

out the fundamental corresponding capabilities of each of them. 

Most of methods in the category of distributed information integration use an 

object model to be the underlying data model. Such object models are represented in 

different forms, for example, the ODMG object data model or the Object-Exchange 

Model based on LORE etc. After XML rising and standardizing, many researches 

switch to choose XML as the underlying data model. Our method uses XML as the 

common data model and adds ontology as assisted to enable the information 

integration. We try to gain better structural and semantic interoperability over HII 

with XML and ontology at one time. It is different from the previous methods which 

used a common data model to deal with two different types of problems or even only 

one of them. 

 Information Integration Strategy 
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The strategy of integrating the data model used in different methods is quite 

different because of the various research considerations. We identify the strategies 

used in each of those methods. Most of the methods for distributed information 

integration and XML-based information integration focus on performing schema 

integration to solve the heterogeneity problems. Two major strategies for schema 

integration are global-as-view (GAV) and local-as-view (LAV) (further discussed in 

Chapter 3). While performing information integration, the tradeoffs between the 

different strategies must be taken into considerations.  

 Query Language 

The expressive power of the query language may differ from one information 

integration system to another. The researchers often choose a query language 

corresponding to the data model they use. The same condition applies for this 

research. We use XQuery to be the query language of this integration system 

because XML is designed to be the unified view of the entire information integration 

structure.  

 Query Capabilities 

Information sources may have different query capabilities. Some information 

integration systems describe those capabilities with query resolution algorithms in 

order to find a better query rewriting or to avoid finding unrealized plans. Due to the 

heterogeneity of the underlying information sources, almost every information 

integration method strives to find an applicable query resolution algorithm for 

effectively interpreting users’ queries into native queries. But only some of the 

methods consider partial evaluation of the user’s query if it cannot be realized 

completely. This research looks for query reformulation and better query translation 
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between users’ query and native query, but it does not cover the scope of partial 

evaluation of the user’s query.  

 Schema Evolution 

Some information integration methods allow changes in the underlying 

information sources. And they offer methods to tackle such changes. Others have not 

yet mentioned how to deal with the changes in the underlying sources. According to 

the literature we have reviewed in previous sections, only the literature of the 

DISCO system offers language binding to specify how updates are accomplished. 

However, this research has not yet covered the scope of this criterion.  

 Information Source Addition/Removal 

Some information integration methods allow adding new information sources or 

removing the original information sources from their information integration 

structure but others do not permit these operations. Most of the methods need to 

implement a corresponding wrapper while adding an additional information source 

into the information integration structure. They do not refer to the coverage of the 

information sources removal. It might be some of those methods have implemented 

the mechanism of partial evaluation. So they do not have to consider the influence of 

information sources removal. This research also has not discussed on this citerion.  

We summarize the information integration methods we have discussed and make 

a comparison with our method in more details in Table 2-1. That is helpful for the 

development of the research structure in the following chapter. 
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Table 2-1: Comparison of Information Integration Methods 

Distributed Information Integration XML-based Information Integration

A Schema and 

Ontology-Assisted 

HII 

 

TSIMMIS IM DISCO Garlic & Clio YAT MIX Agora This Research 

Published Date         1994 1995 1998 1995 1998 1998 2000 2004

Research 

Team 

Stanford Univ. 

& IBM 

AT&T Bell Lab. 

& Hebrew Univ.

INRIA & Univ. 

of Maryland 

IBM & Univ. of 

Toronto 

INRIA & Univ. 

of Paris XI 
SDSC & UCSD

INRIA & Univ. 

of Munich, 

Germany 

Nccu 

Heterogeneity/

Information 

Source Types 

Any 

Multiple 

networked 

information 

sources 

Distributed 

heterogeneous 

databases 

Diverse 

relational & 

non-relational 

data sources 

Any  Any

Relational and 

XML data 

sources 

Any 

Data Model OEM 
Domain model 

encoded with 

Horn Rules and 

ODMG object 

data model 

Garlic 

object-oriented 

data model  

Semi-structured 

data model 

based on named 

XML 
Relational 

Schema 
XML & Ontology 

Method 

Criteria 

Category 
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CLASSIC   trees

Information 

Integration 

Strategy 

GAV        LAV GAV GAV GAV GAV LAV GAV

Query 

Language 
LOREL 

A richer 

language for 

stating LCW 

(Local closed 

world 

information) 

statements 

OQL 

Object-oriented 

extension of the 

SQL query 

language 

Under 

development 
XMAS   XQuery XQuery

Query 

Capabilities 

Query 

evaluation 

corresponds to a 

lazy approach; it 

permits partial 

object-assignme

nts 

Query-tree 

algorithm; that 

guarantee the 

completeness 

and no 

redundancy of 

the retrieved 

information 

Top-down 

transformation 

of the query into 

an execution 

plan; it permits 

partial query 

evaluation 

Federated query 

processing with 

request-reply-co

mpensate 

protocol; it 

doesn’t support 

partial query 

evaluation. 

Under 

development 

Query 

evaluation 

corresponds to a 

lazy approach 

It devises a 

query translation 

methodology to 

translate users’ 

XQuery into 

SQL query on a 

generic 

relational 

schema 

Query evaluation 

corresponds to a 

lazy approach; our 

method does not 

permit partial 

evaluation 
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Schema 

Evolution 
– 

Mandate that all 

updates be 

performed at 

each source 

locally. 

Offer a language 

binding that 

consists of a 

mapping of 

ODL and OQL. 

It specifies how 

updates to 

objects are 

accomplished. 

– 
Under 

development 
– – 

Under 

development 

Information 

Source 

Addition/Rem

oval 

Allow, provide 

languages 

(MSL,WSL) for 

automatic 

generation of 

wrappers and 

mediators 

A wrapper must 

be implemented.

Allow, extends 

ODMG ODL in  

multiple extents 

& type mapping 

to simplify the 

additions 

Allow, new data 

source is added 

via  wrapper 

registration & 

transformation 

steps, and build 

correspondence 

between source 

schema and 

target schema  

Allow, but needs 

data conversion 
– – 

Under 

development 

*GAV: global-as-view; LAV: local-as-view 

*–: no discussion about the criterion 
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2.4. Ontology 

In this section, we review the related works on ontology issues. We describe the 

need for ontologies to the information integration system and illustrate their 

applications.  

2.4.1. Definition of Ontology 

The importance of capturing and representing real world knowledge in information 

systems has long been recognized in artificial intelligence, software reuse, database 

management, and so on. Ontologies have been proposed as an important and natural 

means of representing real world knowledge (Sugumaran, & Storey, 2002). The 

notion of an ontology in computer science is based on work from the field of 

knowledge acquisition and reasoning. A common definition of this term stems from 

(Gruber, 1993): “An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared 

conceptualization.” This definition stresses the importance of the formality of the 

conceptual model.  

An ontology typically contains the following components: a vocabulary of concepts 

or classes, often arranged in a taxonomic, tree-like structure; relationships between 

concepts; concept attributes; and a set of logical axioms that define the true 

assumptions about the domain, e.g. business rules. In other words, an ontology 

defines the basic terms and relations comprising the vocabulary of a topic area as well 

as the rules for combining terms and relations between terms.  
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2.4.2. Ontology Representation Languages 

There exist several representation languages for ontologies, for example RDF, 

RDFS, OIL, DAML+OIL, OWL…etc. Most of them are based on Description Logic, 

but differ significantly in the set of modeling primitives they provide, in 

expressiveness and computability. Some works use Frame-Logic, an object-oriented 

and logic-based language, to represent their own ontology (Decker, Erdmann, Fensel, 

& Studer, 1999).  

The Description Logic based ontology representation language, RDF, was 

recommended by the W3C in 1999. RDF is a model for representing data about 

“things on the web” i.e. metadata. Basically, the RDF data model is quite simple. It 

consists of statements about resources, encoded as object-attribute-value triples. RDF 

Schema (RDFS) is a simple type of system for RDF. RDF and RDFS provide a simple 

knowledge representation mechanism for web resources. However, RDFS has just 

only a few modeling primitives, and does not feature exact, logical semantics. Hence, 

richer languages are needed for more precise specifications of data meanings.  

OIL, DAML+OIL, OWL are such enhanced languages. Among them, OWL is 

standardized by W3C in 2004. It is defined as an extension to RDFS, which makes 

them largely compatible with plain RDFS. Their main additions to RDFS are formal 

semantics, based on a Description Logic, and more advanced modeling primitives, 

such as Boolean expressions and some axioms.  

2.4.3. Factors of Using Ontologies in Information Integration System 

Ontologies are being used for a more precise specification of the semantic 
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information content of the underlying information sources, as well as for the user’s 

information needs. They are considered to be a crucial ingredient for information 

integration. A number of factors drive the need for ontologies in information 

integration systems (Chu, 2001): 

– Interoperability problems are particularly acute when a large number of 

information sources attempt to agree and define the standards for interoperation.  

– Information integration systems must usually provide a unified access interface 

for seeking and accessing information.  

– Searches on the Internet often yield thousands of possible solutions for a single 

request. This might work in the Internet environment, but it generally is not 

appropriate in the individual organizational Intranet environment. To provide an 

appropriate level of precision, information integration systems need to 

unambiguously determine the topics that reside in particular information sources. 

For users, the right information means that they do not spend hours looking for 

information they need.  

– Large scale networked information spaces will be a prominent, featured in a 

majority of businesses, and governmental and personal informational activities in 

the future.  
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